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       END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT
         (EULA) 2.0

By purchasing this product you :
1 - Are presumed to have read and agreed to the terms of this EULA prior to purchase and,
2 - Agree to the terms & conditions of this EULA

[ Sculp[ Sculpted Prims ]

- You MAY NOT re-distribute the provided prims or prims re-created using the Provided Rezzers, 
Jade Leaf Studio Sculpt Maps or Modified Jade Leaf Studio Sculpt Maps with Full Permissions or with 
COPY & TRANSFER permissions. This Includes but is not limited to changes made using 3rd Party Tools or Programs.
- You MAY use the provided prims or re-created prims in the builds you sell on Second Life® or on the 
Second Life® Marketplace. These builds CANNOT be provided with Full Permissions or COPY & TRANSFER permissions.
Provided Rezzers must NOT be sold or transfered to any third person on Second Life® or on the 
Second Life® MarSecond Life® Marketplace. 

[ Sculpt Maps ]

- Sculpt Maps are now sold Full Permissions with Alpha Channel.
- You MAY NOT sell, give away or re-distribute the Sculpt Map Textures to any third person in 
Second Life® or outside of Second Life® Including but not Limited to Other Virtual Worlds ( Grids ) and websites. 
- You MAY use the Sculpt Map Textures to create your own Sculpted prims for use in your builds, to be sold in 
Second Life® or the Second Life® Marketplace.  
- - You MAY upload and use the Sculpt Map Textures in other Grids.

[ Shadow Maps & Textures ]

- You MAY Save/Export/Download these textures to your computer for modification as desired. 
The modified and/or un-modified textures can be used to texture your builds, to be sold in 
Second Life® or the Second Life® Marketplace.
- You MAY NOT sell, give away or re-distribute the textures to any third person in 
Second Life® or outside of Second Life® Including but not Limited to Other Virtual Worlds ( Grids ) and websites.
- - You MAY upload and use the Shadow Maps & Textures in other Grids. 

[ Other Grids, Servers & Open Sim ]
 
- You MAY upload any Jade Leaf Studio products in any OS Grid ( Virtual World ). 
- The conditions and terms set fourth by this EULA pertains to any content transfered there,
meaning no redistrubution of any content with Full Permissions or with both Copy+Transfer Permissions 
and no redistubution of un-modified content to any 3rd person on those Grids. 


